Dear Members of ERSA, dear colleagues,

In mid-November, we were in Pécs, the onsite venue of our Annual Congress where we had a constructive meeting and received a very warm welcome from the Local Organising Committee chaired by our colleagues Zoltán Gál, László Szerb and Balázs Páger.

Together with the entire LOC we are working to design another outstanding ERSA Congress, with two parts: onsite in the beautiful city of Pécs and online with our technical experience.

The Call for Special session Proposals is currently ongoing, and I would like to reiterate our invitation to all our colleagues to contribute with a special session to the biggest conference for regional scientists worldwide.

In the meantime, there will be many interesting events at ERSA, please have a look a the next ones in our letter.

With best wishes,

André Torre
ERSA President

Upcoming on ERSA - Sections Agendas

Still possible to register!

TODAY Webinar at 2 pm (CET)
ERSA Covid battle on "The impact of COVID 19 on tourism and mobility"

The battle will gather:

Özge Öner, Associate Professor, University of Cambridge, United Kingdom
vs
João Romão, Associate Professor, Yasuda Women’s University, Japan
REMINDER
Call for Special Session Deadline: **10 December 2021**
Call for Abstracts and Papers Start: **17 December 2021**

**ERSA**

4th ERSA Winter School
Applied quantitative methods in Regional Science
**13-18 February 2022, Warsaw, Poland**
25 smart young researchers selected!
[more](#)

**GfR**

German Speaking Section: Winter Seminar 2022 of GfR
**19-26 February 2022, Spital am Pyhrn, Austria**
[more](#)

**ASRDLF**

ASRDLF 2022 Doctoral Student Conference
Reinventing the territories to the test of the Covid-19 crisis: episode 2
**10 - 11 March 2022, Université de Poitiers, France**
Application deadline: **4 January 2022**
[more](#)

**New!**

SETTLE International Congress
Population imbalances in Europe
**27-29 April 2022, University of Alcalá, Madrid**
The Congress is open to researchers, academics, experts, and professionals. Attendance is allowed with or without a paper or poster presentation.
[more](#)

**New!**

II Edition of Rheghion United Nations 2030
Towards a New Space’s ORMA: Opportunity and Risks of new Modalities of Anthropization between sustainability, innovation and fragility for the territory
**25-26 May 2022**
Call for Papers deadline: **17 December 2021**
This event is supported by ERSA
CALL for proposals for organizing 2023 and 2024 ERSA Summer and Winter schools

ERSA bids for schools in 2023 and 2024 are open!

Application deadline: 30 November 2021

NORDIC ERSA invitation to join the association

"Research of regional scientists from Nordic countries is valuable in many fields. On behalf of the Nordic Section, I am calling all of you who would like to join our ambitious association and strengthen our projects in regional science. Membership is valuable: in addition to our section network benefits, you can have access to all RSAI-ERSA Journals, obtain substantial fees reductions for all RSAI-ERSA events including the upcoming #ERSA2022 ERSA Congress, be part of a network of over 4500 members across the globe with access to recent outstanding knowledge by proven scholars. Contact us now!"

Martin Andersson, Chair of the ERSA Nordic Section

First announcement

The AECR is happy to announce that its XLVII International Conference will take place from 23-25 November 2022 in Granada, Spain

RRSA Event Virtual Gallery

The 13th International Conference of the Romanian Regional Science Association “Spatial Planning, Territorial Cohesion and Cooperation in South-East Europe” was held on 4-6 November 2021, being virtually hosted by the Bucharest University of Economic Studies – International Relations. On this occasion, the 20th anniversary of the Romanian RSA was celebrated as well. A rich virtual gallery with images from this event can be found at www.rrsa.ro.
Journal news

**Issue 51** is now published!
The latest articles that have been accepted but have not yet been published, Online First, can be found [here](#).

**Recently posted videos**

**#ERSA2021 Congress**

*Population distribution across space: future perspectives*  
by Rosella Nicolini, Universitat Autònoma de Barcelona  
[Keynote Lecture @ #ERSA2021](#)

*Alone or lonely. The economic cost of solitude*  
by Andrés Rodríguez-Pose, London School of Economics  
[Keynote Lecture @ #ERSA2021](#)

*Justifications and objectives of regional policy under new circumstances: policy, politics and trade-offs*  
[POLIMI Roundtable @ #ERSA2021](#)

*Disentangling Spillovers from FDI: old issues and new challenges*  
By Laura Resmini, Università di Milano Bicocca  
[Keynote Lecture @ #ERSA2021](#)

**Vacancies**

Looking opportunities to boost your career?

- **Assistant /Associate/full Professor**, EM Normandie Business School, France
- **Assistant /Associate Professor**, University of Illinois Urbana-Champaign, Application deadline: **10 December 2021**
- **PHD fellow**, University of Stavanger, Application deadline: **01 February 2022**

To Keep up-to-date with all events on the agenda, visit our [upcoming events page](#) on our website.